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100 To 1 Boy Won't
Get Sick In Army;
Camp Figures Show
(By Associated Press)
Louisville, June 18 — Any
mother worried about her
son's health in the Army need

tation and State
!lineal Will Be
To 100 Visitors

COUNTY
Joe g. c

only take a look at statistics
to make her feel better, according to doctors at Camp
Shelby, Miss.
During the week ending
May 31, only 388 of 48,397
soldiers in Camp Shelby were
sent to the hospital. This
averaged only eight-tenths of
one percent of the total en-
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Strangled To Death

Danger signs bearing notification of reduced speed required on
Hopkinsville streets will be erected this week in an effort to alleviconferat a three-day
-ate a serious traffic hazard, it was
the grounds of the West
decided at Monday night's meetExperiAgricultural
ing of the City Council. CouncilWednesday, Thursday
-ten said they had received sevy, June 25-27, Assistant
eral complaints by motorists
whose vision is hampered when
gent Wilson Routt said
turning into Hopkinsville street
from Cadiz street.
imately 100 leaders are
They said the hazard was parJessie Elizabeth Strieff (above),
program
A
attend.
to
parked at
23, War Department employe and tially caused by autos
is advancement of 4-H
the Princess Shoppe and was
aviatrix, was found strangled to
largely due to arrangement of the
.th subject "Making the
death Monday in a garage in streets. Councilmen Woodruff,
ter," will be presented,
poC.,
D.
,
Washington
northwest
Watson and Cummins were aplice there announced. Miss Strieff pointed to serve as a committee
Ia.
Moines,
formerly lived in Des
eel, Mr. Routt and a
for erecting the warning signs.
eight Caldwell 4-Hers
Mayor Lisman, back at his post
after several weeks' illness, said
4-H Junior Week exerthe Cumberland sewer problem
xington, and Carl Murwould be worked out and the
Thomas Cayce, entries
sewer built, either by WPA or
demonstration event,
the city, early in July. WPA offithird in their contest.
cials said the sewer could be built
migrated repair of old
immediately if the municipal
e boys are members of
body was willing for the present
street work here by 'WPA to be
b club. Cecil Dunn and
stopped. Mayor Lisman and the
ones, county entry in the
Council favored continuation of
demonstration contest,
A big time orchestra will come present projects and building the
leventh
to Princeton during the fifth an- sewer without governmental aid
the teams, those atand Dickie,
nual Tobacco Festival provided a the first part of July, if a satisWhen Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gregory and children, Jane
included Virginia Nelle got back from a vacation down in Florida recently, the unassuming
satisfactory dance floor arrange factory arrangement can be made.
Council decided to buy rock
d, Mildred Lester, Eve- Dick said nothing about his fishing exploits . . . until he turned up
rnent can be worked out, Dr. C. F.
Engelhardt, president .of the To- from Cedar Bluff Quarry to finord and Ambie Laura with the above photograph of the twin Tarpon he did or did not
pictured,
bacco Festival Corporation, said ish streets now being built here
catch at Bradenton. Then he just produced the evidence
Monday. He said several of the in an effort to speed street-work
at Lexington, besides and let friends draw their own conclusions. Told the one about the
top flight orchestras had been to make way for the sewer conSI points of interest at fellow up in Michigan who made a living renting out a fine string
contacted in the last few weeks struction.
ersity of Kentucky and of stuffed bass to vacationers for photo purposes, Dick confessed he
and terms found satisfactory, but
lucky Agricultural Ex- was strolling along the beach one day, came to the place where these
that a serious problem lay in
station, the group saw specimens where hanging . . . and just naturally couldn't resist the
Princeton not being equipped
Interest and historical temptation to have his picture taken!
with a dance floor large enough
the Bluegrass section.
Farm leaders, AAA committee- to accommodate the crowd an or, they visited My Old
men, tenant purchase committee- chestra of that rank would atHome, Fort Harrod and
men, soil conservation coopera- tract.
tors and others associated with
Dr. Engelhardt said the most
ISO tentucky club memfarms in Caldwell and Lyon favorable solution might be in
ed the meeting.
counties will make a farm tour constructing a dance floor at Butfor "planning farm business," Fri- ler stadium where a large numday, June 27, County Agent J. F ber of dancers and several thouHalf-day closings, usually
holiday weekly and support
Princeton's Rotarians may
Graham said Tuesday.
afternoons, are in
plan will be sought
sand spectators could be accomThursday
this
for
The Pennyrile Bankers Associthat
have started something
The party will meet at the farm modated.
towns and
from the Rotary Club, it is
numerous
in
vogue
ation, composed of bankers of
from
cheers
Cobb
the
loud
on
B.
Martin,
bring
Ray
of
is
it
should
The orchestra, in event
reported.
Crittenden, Livingston, Lyon and
cities now, local advocates of
road, at 9:15 Friday morning and scheduled, will be presented the
numerous employes of local
Directors of Princeton's two
Caldwell counties, will meet here
and would
declare,
plan
the
farm
of
that
study
careful
make a
first night of the celebration, he Wednesday night, June 25, it was
banks will hear this week destores if the new scheme is
retail
on
rotato
crop
hardship
relation
layout in
work no
said, and the annual street dance announced Tuesday.
tails of the Rotary Club's prosuccessful; for now that a
tion, field arrangement, livestock the following night. A show by
business houses here, while
posal for longer . . . and
The bankers will have their
petition is to be circulated
recfor
farm
time
and other factors affecting
granting needed
professional actors will probably regular dinner meeting on the
shorter, banking hours and
looking toward longer banka
and
business. Following the survey
reation to store employes
be giv6n the last night of the fes- lawn of the Shell R. Smith place,
the petition, already preing hours Mondays and Satdiscussion, led by Roy B. Proctor, tival, he said.
proprietors who otherwise
pared, will start its rounds
Eddyville road, if weather perurdays, with banks closing at
College of Agriculture, Lexinglead closely circumstanced
ceton Golf & Country
Thhe Corporation officials met
this week-end, James Ratliff,
the basement of the
noon one day each week,
enwith Tuesday night in their regular mits, or in
outdoor
dealing
held
little
be
will
with
ton,
lives,
comornament for British war
club's
the
chairman of
Christian Church should weather
sentiment is growing at all
best
fru)
thinks
party
the
what
plans
joyment.
is Sunday on the local
discuss
to
session
weekly
mittee, said Monday.
be inclement. Ladies of the Chrislocal stores to take a halfmanagement of that particular and to survey Festival progress.
drew 26 members and
tian Church will serve the dinner.
farm.
board
$.52 for the cause, Saul
executive
the
of
Members
J. M. Smith, First State Bank,
The party will take lunch at have each been assigned a town
, financial chairman, reEddyville, is president, and 011iie
to
prior
Camp
CC
the
Princeton
a
of
selection
of
t
for arrangemen
Monday morning. First
B. Hill, Marion Bank and Trust
another farm survey Friday aft- queen.
sedation in relief, inCo., Marion, is secretary of the
Sheriff Orbie Mitchell, State ernoon.
Britisci War Relief SoInformation and pictures of the
association.
Clyde Twisdale and
to
Patrolmen
go
will
the
party
noon
After
atonal Golf Tournament, Tobacco Festival have been sent
Painter Gets Scholarship
Harold Rudd, Delmar Shortt and the farm of J. I. Lester, at Lamaswon by Merle Drain,
A Hobby Fair sponsored by the
the nationally circulated magaRobert Purdy, Loiusville water- City Taxpayers Get
to
layout
a
meeting
farm
that
attended
of
a
for
study
co,
Paul Morgan
trozs of 86, handicap, 23,
Standard Oil "Tours and De-, Merry Maid Club is being held of the FBI at Paducah, Thursday, and a checkup of Mr. Lester's colorist who painted the mural at Discount Up To July 10
theullY Coleman, chair- zine
in the June 12, presided over by H. K. farm accounts. Discussion there the postoffice building here, has
tours," published by the General today, Friday and Saturday
ucted the tournament.
City Council voted at its regubeen granted a scholarship at the
Brown and "Potty" Kol- Drafting Company, of New York Garrett Building, West Main St., Moss, head of Louisville bureau. will be led by E. J. Nesius, Kenmeeting Monday night to aular
ColoCenter,
Arts
Fine
Colorado
different
on
tucky College of Agriculture.
consistently among the City, to be published in the Au- proceeds of which will go to Discussion was held
Collector King Satterfield
thorize
seek
not
did
Purdy
Springs.
rado
of
type bombs and a movie shown
.P players, were second
for Britain."
on
gust issue, out in July. Pictures "Bundles
the honor but a representative of to allow a 2 percent discount
during an air raid. Judge
London
old
are
entered
exhibits
Among
respectively, Brown
last year's festival will illusthe institution saw his work in all city taxes paid on or by July
PaduLackey,
Mayor
and
Price
w gross of 71, handicap, of
hand
Wood,
Mrs. Frank
a story of the celebration books by
New York and the scholarship 10. Tax books are now ready, Mr.
made brief talks.
,and Koltinsky with 74, trate
painted Chinaware by Mrs. Tom cah,
Satterfield said Wednesday.
was tendered.
this year.
by
veils
3. net 71.
Young, Turkish wedding
Murray, June 18 (in—Brasher
Injured
Fanner
weights
Caldwell
laree was presented with
Mrs. William Rice, paper
L. Cates, Madisonville, district
Runs Away
II and a small token inby William Rice, paintings by When Team
manager of the WPA, announced
with the British War ReMrs. Sallie Powell Catlett, postconstruction of a new $125,000
Lewthe
of
farmer
Smith,
Jim
's insignia.
cards by Mary Wilson Eldred,
on the campus
istown section of Caldwell coun- fine arts building
stamps by Bob Taylor, miniature
injured Monday of the Murray State Teachers
have originated in the boiler
pictures by Louise ty, was slightly
Dawson Springs' fa mo us
and
horses
College would be started by the
World's heavyweight champion
room of the Landsdowne
House,
specimens of fish morning when a team of mules
Bath
'Or Gaine
mounted
Lansdowne
Kelly,
25.
he was driving ran away on the WPA about June
Joe Louis was awarded a technibuilding, sweeping thru the
where the great and the nearheads by Harry Blades, pipes by
Staff Member
The college regents sold a $60,n highcal knockout over Challenger Bilentire three stories. The blaze
match covers by Dawson Springs-Princeto
Routt,
great of a bye-gone era, as
Wilson
to pay
10
April
issue
bond
000
tion of Leader readers ly Conn last night in the 13th
with
riding
daughter,
was discovered at 8 o'clock
Talley, airplanes by Dickie way. His
well as many of humbler staconstruction
to the Fredonia
15 round Junior
him, was not injured. Mr. Smith the college's part in
and was being brought under
news, round of a scheduled
tion in life, found surcease
Gregory and Bobby Dugan, for• I,
building.
in
the
of
Grounds,
a
for
here
Section 2, this issue
bout at the Polo
control about 10.
Sparks and was given treatment
from a variety of ailments,
at eign dolls by Suzanne
. Leader has
leg injury and body bruises.
New York. Conn, weighing in
Fire equipment was rushed
contracted
was completely destroyed by
pipes by S. R. Smith. Various oththe
Fredonia
At
fought
Revival
Sis Ordway, Fredoa scant 174 pounds,
to the scene from Central
fire about 8 o'clock Tuesday
collections of peculiar designs
er
terms
even
vkah its staff as repreE. Adams Soon
heavier champion on
City, Madisonville and Outnight, despite efforts of fire
are on display and prizes will be Mrs. J.
Revival services will begin July
t in the fertile
through the early rounds but was
wood and thousands of perTo Return From Hospital
Fredoselection.
s of three neighpopular
department
by
Presbytegiven
First
Fredonia
the
at
the
6
}lei', So, look for this
: as
,
floored for the count late in
sons crowded the street
hundreds of
and
towns
boring
G.
A.
Rev.
the
with
Church
body
it the
Mrs. J. E. Adams, who was tak- rian
the building burned. Only a
13th round by a barrage of
Leader regularly
Littlepage, 2, son of
which
.
.
efforts
Gene
volunteers
Julian
deGreen,
Bowling
Rotenberry,
stanza
Joseph Hospital, Louison There's news of
narrow street separates the
blows. During the eighth
Julian Littlepage, en to St.
saved the main business secnotoriously Mr. and Mrs.
from her home livering the sermons. The pastor,
damaged building from the
when he fell ville, Thursday
Friendship, Hall, Pittsburgh's Billy, a
popuMonday
once-widely
the
tion
of
injured
preside.
was
will
Layman,
L.
huge
d other
at Fredonia where she had been the Rev.
New Century Hotel and •
slow sterter, brought the
Caldwell counlar summer resort from the
_
while playing at his home on N.
few weeks, is rapidly
twine% in the Leader; crowd to its feet with courageous
whole block of closely groupstitches were re- ill the last
Three
flames.
Jefferson.
Wednesday
spent
011ie Mitchell
at
chaorpion
will return soon,
ed business houses.
infighting that left the
circulation is growsevere head recovering and
to
a
was
reported
close
fire
The
to
quired
in Paducah.
had vicbly.
it was reported Tuesday.
groggy and in the 12th,
woundgrasp.
tory almost within his
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Princeton C C C Will
Be Host To Party
For Lunch

Is'New Order' Coming Here?
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Festival May Get
Big Time Orchestra

Selection Of Queens
From Neighboring
Citits Planned

Farm Tour Planned
For Friday, June 21

. J. H. W
k-end in N

(Dozen

0

Two More Sent To
Ft. Knox; 15 Called
For Physical Tests

COUNTY

d

Warning Signs To
Be Placed By City
At Danger Points
Mayor L. C. Lisman
Returns To D u t y.
Promises New Sewer
To Start In July

Damages Awarded
Elmer Jones, Bond
Brothers In Auto
Collision Suit

June term of Caldwell Circuit
Court will come to a close Saturday after completion of one of
the lightest dockets here in the
last few years. Grand jury was
dismissed last week and the petit
jury Monday. Routine court work
and civil cases were being disrollment.
posed of this week.
"According to these figuAt last Friday's session a civil
res," commented Col. Thomas
case, Bond Brothers versus Elmer
L. Ferenbaugh, camp surgeon,
Jones and others, was tried and
decision to award Jones $25 dam"the chances are better than
ages and Bond Brothers $75 was
100 to 1 he doesn't get sick."
reached. The case grew out of an
auto accident several months ago
in which two autos and a truck
were involved.
Saturday, court was adjourned
after a short session in which
colored, received
Boyce Taylor Egbert and Wil- Paul Dooley,
of a sentence of a year
liam Martin Oliver will leave probation
nt at Eddyville. He
here shortly before noon for Lou- imprisonme
sentenced last week for false
isville and final physical exami- was
in an illicit liquor trial.
nations prior to induction into the swearing
The civil case of Young versus
Selective Service and 15 more
was continued until Ocregistrants have been notifed to Mulkey
court.
report for physical check-ups, Dr. tober
Court was adjourned last SatW. L. Cash said.
urday until Wednesday, convenbe
to
examined
Those who are
ing then for a Met session of
next are William Lester Jenkins
routine business. Judge Bailey
James Benton Hillyard, Tom Peak
will convene the Crittenden cirJohnson, William Alfred Mccuit court at Marion next week.
Gough, Willie Rhea Crutchfield,
R. B. Harris, Corbett W. Griggs,
Varnie Irnom Boitnott, Orbie William Wyatt, David Stilts, Charles
Wesley Baker, Walter Edward
Hollrnim, William David, Clinton
Oman Cotton and Charlie Griffith.
Alfred Nickell, who recently
returned from a 4-year CCC enlistment, has volunteered and will
be examined this week.

coders in 4-11 Club work
•rn Kentucky will be
the State 4-H Club de-

SHERIFF:

June Session Of
Circuit Court To
Close Saturday

ey Nets $52
ritish Relief

Pennyrile Bankers
Meet Here June 25

Visitors To Have Outdoor Dinner, Weather Permitting

Half-Day Closing Of All Stores Is Suggested

Drain Wins
Prize With Low
63

New York Magazine
Sent Festival Story

Hobby Fair Has
Unique Entries

Caldwell Officers
Atted FBI Meeting

New Arts Building
For Murray College

Fire Destroys Famous Bath
House At Dawson Springs

Joe Still Champion
After Great Fight
Put Up By Conn
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THE PRINCETON

LEADER

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, K .
poses are the same as ours; Making a profit
and operating so as to live, prospering in a
measure, and serving the community
as

l'UBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY AFTERNOON
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
Metered as second class mattes at Princeton, Ky.,
soder the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

as

well

Thurada ,

June 19,

have an
extra dri
Malting v
younger
girl', out
ing to do

ling 011

Destroy 'Daily Worker' As Strike Ends

' Street
plik Kvil"

we may.
Realizing that our customers have lim-

MEMO

0 Tag CLAY NINE-

ited advertising budgets, we think it is to

since corn

their best interests . . . and therefore ours,
to sell them space to advertise their own

hoP

clinfainucearedintents'onidirwun"ilintii- odaceAvfainyiusSitde.rhjehlineaefemaf
air

businesses and wares; and that aside from
institutional messages at intervals, we have
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
business to ask them to "contribute"
little
The Associated Press is exclusiyely entitled to
dispatches credited to it, or not otherwise credited
toward boosting an "opening," the advent of
to this paper and also the local 'news published
a new concern in town, paying off of a church
berein.
debt or any other "special event" in which
businesses and themselves are intertheir
ADVERTISING RATES:
ested little or not at all.
Ctil of Thanks, $1.00.
lltoodleg
2C a word; minimum charge, 50c.
Proper conduct of a newspaper consists,
Obituaries and Resolutions of Respect, Sc a word
as does any similar business operation, in
Foreign advertising rate, 40c; Local advertising
day-to-day good ethics.
. rates furnished cue request.
We believed firmly that such conduct on
the part of the Leader staff will build busiSUBSI IPTION RATES:
$1.00 a year
,,1116644b,t 5 Caldi 1 County
ness upon a sound foundation, with material
$1.50, a year
benefit to us and to those who, in the long
Ai 1,144,4 t
run, are responsible for whatever measure of
"TELEPHONE NUMBER 50
quo:. 1.-0er
success we attain.
I bt.terirrir
n
ri
•
roma. vo 81111f r
cc- .anIrn -taWielltER
NEW "KENTUCKY HIGHWAYS"
"At long last," the State of Kentucky
Bundles of "The Daily Worker" got rough treatment as CIO die casters
CICY PRES
7,N9 •:11•1
.1
has published a tourbook of the Bluegrass
emerged
Otrg' I
from
a meeting hall in Cleveland, 0., where they voted to end a strike against
ASSOCIATION
State, which comes forth bearing a beautiful
five d.
• tin
fense-vital Cleveland plants of Aluminum Company of America. Workers
Ian
river scene on the front page and a reproducare shown as
•11f, •••
they seized the papers, placed outside the hall, and tore them to shreds. (AP
tion of Audubon's pictures of the Kentucky
Telemat)
9-mck, Member: Natjonal ged,itorial Association
Cardinal on the back.
a
env Member: West Kentucky Press Association
This is a work which has been done
,1
through the foresight and good judgement
g `SPECIAL EDITIONS, NOT
of Governor Keen Johnson and his State
Science
0 I0EP't thd ADVERTISING
highway commissioner, J. Lyter Donaldson,
Ali 1 hRMATH
press meeting at Mammoth Cave;
By Howard W. Blokes
"The-Leader, sinet•it has been under its
of Carrollton. Unwilling to ask for approwhere, believe it or not, the sleepWhen Johnny's home from train• ,
r.
AP Science Editor
ft] •11/1Mke,It managenient, has scrupuously avoiding was great.
priations from the legislature for publicizing
ing camp,
Schenectady, New York
- edispeeial editions. .. except a section print•
the State, its resoumes and attractions, GovIn Kitchen-magic wise.
spending years learning w
cj ikid in green ink tó call attention to last year's
But
these
class
reunions
are not
ernor Johnson and Coinmissioner Donaldson
He'll beat his sister making cakes,
ors of light will attract bu
Tiiiaoco Festival; and this contained no Feswhat they're cracked up to be; or
"indicated" that they might be able to make
And Mother baking pies.
death
traps, scientists have
"(141E advertiSirtg, nor was any effort made to
maybe my gizzard is too worn,
the highway funds that were being spent for
51 • 1.
17
.
3
:
.
%.'41
,
• ..;
to
meet
success.
Alas for Dad who can't cook beans,
s
haitO•
forcing a sobriety which does not
bleaker map-making do a double service along
The idea is to find the
make
BP•r..This'-pottey will be adhered to here, so
Or
pan
fudge,
a
of
fit well into the general scheme of
this line.
for human out-of-doors
His job will be to eat the things—
• 100-48"thOlideilik able,tol*itheitatid Presreunions . . . While Charley didn't
In this connection the services of G. M.
at night. Lawrence C. Po
And
part
the
play
judge!
of
say so, I suspect it is the same with
,guritiot real and imaitinari einisitterleiee;..be- Pedley, of Princeton, editor of "In Kentucky"
the General Electric Corn
—L. G. G.
him, for he didn't seem to like his
hiA'bVen e'cOnsilleredopinicfn
Cleveland and the Ohio
magazine and director of publicity for the
•
sheets being tied in knots, the long
tural Experiment Station,
Florida legislature appropriated
department of conservation, and of Paul
and loud singing in the wee, small
made a report.
so-called, are very-poor business for.the-adp,..
$100,000
week
last
with
which
to
Brannon, of Paris, always a live wire for
hours, and the rest of the horse
They say they don't know
yerti-sepi whe make t.4r4ie pOnsible.,..d"!.
build a memorial to Stephen Colplay . . . But one of the old boys
`
'
4
;
such things, were commandeered from the
answers, but that red attrac
lins Foster on the banks of the
""Reetiftlfirfarneilte foris.ud anintit aliken
at Lexington did tell me a very
-.Conservation and Unemployment Compensaer insects than any other
Suawannee River, made famous by
,. eial editions hakie flared lb -the' p*ss, and itr"good story; which cannot be retold
tion Departments, respectively.
But because red is not al
Foster's song "Way Down Upon de
here.
satisfactor
y to live under, or
" Here is a magnificent job, almost faultSuawannee Ribber" ...And Florida
•
elation nf_National Advertisers opinion tossfor a porch game of cards,
will advertise this shrine, get plenlest with the certainty that minor errors
Now that the band has played
light tentatively is selected
ed un tti .firett of the
ty of cash return from visitors
corrected in future publications, and
"On, On U. of K." for the Centre
most satisfactory.
who will go to see it.
Tbe.A-144-.CAessed.the opinion that:: .one that has been sadly needed
College Carnival ball, maybe these
a long, long
A flame-colored lamp is v
•
such edititiVe_ard.Of little Value to adVertis-:
two ancient rivals can get together
isfactory, so far as bugs
Highway
markers,
indicating
era,, and cutinto appropriations intene
again on the gridiron . . . without
cerned, when some fair s
s understood that 100,000 of these
location of all Kentucky's principal
mayhem resulting . . . Must have
. association appealed -booklets'have
a) sllin.:01.6rt.:T.4
also wanted.
scenic and historical points and
been published and in the secbeen quite a shock to the Centre
:a eito publishers for."cooperalicin in li,elping
What the scientists now
places of interest are to be placed
'printing half a million more will be run
celebrants when they heard that
Serve-aPPropristionS.for legitimate and refind out is whether there'
this summer, by initiative of J.
off. It is our guess that they will go like hot
hated tune on their own campus,
frence between insect pref
sultful eimpaigns which Will Prove-of greater
Lyter Donaldson ...So that tourplayed for their biggest social
takes. Surely if the requests that the Blue
for colors. They point o
ists driving along our highways
benefit In'the long run to beth adveevent.
rti-548' .Grass Automobile Club and Lexington Board
gnats are more troubles°
may not miss Mammoth Cave,
at(dpi}blishers."
•
•-of ,COmmerce have been receiving for maJune bugs, since the gnats
Cumberland Falls, the battlefields,
Vic Portmann's pretty young
An•editorial appearing ip,the,,E9?poTilf:::ierial of
Aside from the color cliff
parks, shrines and other places for
this type is an indication there
daughter playing with a very live14,Or4az-ette iof 'Feb. 12,, 4940v-was rop.•! ..aheuld
the most effective way to
which
Kentucky
is
famous
be.a ready
around
demand
for
them.
ly
.
snake about a foot long, was
.
painted,alad circulated widely lirthe
the number of insects is t
the world . .. Undoubtedly, this is
":
This "Kentucky Highways," a descripcenter of attention from an admirthe wattage of the light.
going
'"i•lieeiltie're'coistlerhned 'editions which corn
to be a great and a prospering
group one day at the recent
tion of The Bluegrass State," reminds us
no such thing as a lamp t
ous tourist year in Kentucky!
• elneinoret91 "solve obecur.e -civent'-connected
KPA meeting. .. Small boys begagain„ok the„tremendous number and
not attract insects.
•
• 4114th'ehe town,- perhaps the anniversary of
ged to be permitted to handle the
diversity of Hantucky scenes of natural
Lost affection is what is the
•
snake, while adult females ran,
its founding, peci.iihtfr the annivprsary.If a _
.beauty„hiatorie interest and attractiveness
matter with Henry Sevison as rescreaming
. . . Pennyriler had ocnew indnstry or an old: one . . ." and llatr.'
Looking BdCIONdr
gards his two steers . . . Henry
to the motorist. They:stretch all he way
casion to be glad, again, he was
that Mich advititiding'Is literalty.rus
says
Frankie
and Johnnie have
.V:but • from .Climberlahd, Gap to , the
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extra wheel and some
extra driving power and are furnishing valuable entertainment to
younger kids and a few bike-mad
girls, out of school and with nothing to do.
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Starta Out With A Bang

and rearranged does quite weal
enough.
Statesville, N. C. (iP)— The
There is no point rehearsing
young lady, seeking to edge her
here the long process by whicia
automobile into a parking space
the quarrel reached an Impasok
blocked by a ten-ton truck, asked
a year or two before Yorktown.
a youthful bystander to move it
BY John Selby
When that time arrived it was
for her. He obliged with alacrity,
evident to Vermonters that tan
driving it over the sidewalk with
congress had no intention of adcomplete loss of control.
"THE RELUCTANT REPUBLIC" mitting Vermont as a state, ant
Then he confessed his inexperiby Frederic F. Van de Water;
that Britain, enconced in Canence and his age—t0.
ada, would like nothing better
(John Day: $3)
A good many things most of us than to use the jilted territory ea
have forgotten, if we ever knew a wedge to drive into the Arnerithem, come out in Frederic F. can's heart. Violent, univammVan de Water's "The Reluctant ical Ethan Allen was not a genRepublic." Mr. Van de Water is eral any more, but his brother Ina
a Vermonter by adoption, and was functioning well in his demost of his recent books have partment ,which was intrigue Ire
ly ADILAtel KERR
(AP Feature Service)
been about Vermont. This one is went to work, with the able eainstance of some of his neighbors.
•
no exception.
For a year before Cornwallis
Most of us have forgotten that
Mrs. Harold Milligan wants Vermont ever had trouble getting surrendered, Ira juggle d.
American women to stop playing into the Union, after the Revolu- sounds incredible, but it is tree
so much bridge and get to work tion; that one of the preliminaries that he kept the British army in
on woman's role in Uncle Sam's of admission was an intrigue Canada away from Vermont (and
defense.
with Britain; even that Vermont her crops) with no weapon whatA new York wife and mother, for a decade after Yorktown was ever but the promise that VerMrs. Milligan recently was ap- an independent republic with her mont probably would apply for
pointed head of the General Fed- own coinage and such things. Or readmittance as a British proveration of Women's Clubs' new that the whole tangle was caused ince. Ira would have been hunt
department of national defense, by the determination of New had his intrigue been found out
which will mobilize women thru- Hampshire and Uew York to pi.,.- ..I the right time. But it was not,,
out the country.
tition the Green Mountain sta.e the British did nothing more serious than kill a Vermont serAcross her busy office desk the between themselves.
geant and apologize for the deed.
other day, she said, "We have a
But so it was, and although I
and just when the whole trick'
great potential power for the ci- author expressly disclaims
edifice was collapsing Cornwallis
vilian defense of this country in great amount of new materiat
the womanhood of America. Wo- his story, what he has amassed conveniently surrendered.
Just the same, it was another
men have tremendous creative
Gordon and Gibson St. Mary, ten years before the republic of
ability, but too many are spending too much time on bridge. We twins, are both buglers in the Vermont was admitted to the
want to harness their creative army training camp at Scott Field, Union.
ability and put it to work for the
country's defense preparedness."
•••

Washington Daybook
Re

Jack Stinesoft

time day when the sun beats
down the hardest is from 12 noon
to 1 p.m. and this is the time the
farmer and his hands eat. Under
daylight saving, he eats at 11 a.tn.
standard time—or even at 10:30
if he lives midway in the time
zones—thus having to work thru
the most unpleasant part of the
day—after eating. (In some sections, it was claimed, the dew
was dinner time and a whole
hour of work was lost.)
5. Farmers who ordinarily take
their recreation or attend farm
meetings after sundown are so
late getting home under daylight
saving that they lose sleep.
6. Many farm hands refuse to
work daylight saving hours, because of reasons listed here.
7. Commuting industrial workers rebel at getting up before
dawn to make the day shifts.
8. Mothers, both on farms and
in cities, complain that small children cannot be made to go to bad
before sundown.
1. Daylight saving adds an hour
9. The purported saving in fuel
of darkness, instead of daylight,
(1,000,000 tons of coal, it was
to the farmer's day.
claimed in 1918) and electrical
2. Farm children, going a long power wasn't due to
daylight savway to school, have to be routed
ing at all—but to the governout by cancile-light to get there
ment's economy campaigns.
on time.
For The Defense:
3. During haying and harvest,
I. Daylight saving proved as
the farmer operates by the sun,
great economic and industrial
because it takes hours for the saving factor in the
United States
dew to dry sufficiently for baling
and 12 other nations during the
or stacking.
World War.
4. The part of the standard
2. It is more healthful, permitting more daylight working hours
awaiting mama's return from (thus easier on eyes and nerves)
shopping . . . And lonely now, in industrial centers and permitsince inseperable friend Caroline ting all daytime workers in facJones went away to school . . tories and offices to get an extra
Hollis Mitchell, pausing in true hour of daylight for recreation.
collegiate style along the way to
3. It is working now, with aldiscuss Murray with big Owen most complete satisfaction for
Hutchinson and Harry Joiner ... one-fourth of the people in the
Edison Thomas, Cadiz Record live United States, and almost every
wire, receiving cigar from B. P. nation at war. It was working 23
and departing swearing the thing years ago to almost complete satmust be loaded with double dose isfaction, for the United States
of gun powder.
and 12 other nations.
5. The farmers, whose only arDR. ENGELHARDT, PREXY gument is a refusal to change
OF WEED FETE, says that by all their habits a little, are holding
means the sixth annual celebra- out against healthful, industrial
tion here the last of August will and economic benefits which
be just what the people want if would accrue to the rest of the
proper cooperation is shown by country.
the townspeople . . . Says shows,
6. In times of peace, the rest of
dances, events and general plan the country might be happy to
will be worked out to every- make this concession to the farmbody's liking and because of his ers' comfort—but in time of emerand the corporations unfailing gency, the farmer should be willenergy, we are assured of that.
ing to make this sacrifice to
Queens, chosen this year for the proved benefits to industry, labori
grand beauty contest, will not be office workers and conservation.
accompanied by attendants, he
That's just hitting the high
says, and that cools the soup for spots and you can reduce any of
a number of festival casanovas.
these reasons to the personal and
intimate. In the battle of 1918,
BLACK CATS are black cats when the first law was passed—
and Friday 13th is a day after the and the battle of 1919, when it
day before, but last Friday I was repealed over presidential
couldn't help but feel a little shy Veto, Congress and public antaof the regular routine . . . How- gonists did just that. They are
ever, nothing happened . . . And preparing to do it again. It could
we'll have no more such days this • well be one of the big congresyear . . . Dorothy Stodghill, bru- sional battles of 1941.
nette lass from Raybille, La., is
making Main street this week Could 'Student'
while visiting the Hobgoods and Be Misnomer?
is actually causing a flutter or
two in the hearts of a few of its
Fort Worth, Tex.(.4')—What are
members . .. Filled out my ques- the most striking characteristics
tionnaire last week and for once of the typical college student?"
wouldn't have cared if I were
At Texas Christian University
still a student . . . And would a survey indicated these:
have been tickled to have been a
He experiences a chronic shortbaseball player and got my pitch- age of money; he is an ardent
er took while writing in the an- lover of the game of football; he
swers.
is an enthusiastic dancer.

WASHINGTON—The pros and
cons of daylight saving haven't
MEMOS OF MAIN STREET: A
changed an iota since the days of
carefree, happy look now on the
happen, drugstore cowboys, jazz
handsome pan of Rufus Boaz
since complications are ironed out and William S. Hart. The lines
forming in Congress today over
of S. Jeff, kinks put there by rethe proposed tinkering with time
cent headlong rush at pretty
are just the same as those which
Vaughn gal here for visit from
fought the measure through to
Okla...
Did I notice a wistful
.Passage in 1916 and repealed it—
daydream expression on faces of
over President Wilson s voto—in
Allie Hearne, Teeny Wood and
1919.
others at recent gorgeous wedToday, Just as it was 20-odd
ding of Lillian Smith? . . . And
years ago, it's a tight between
why not, every girl dreams of
cities and the farms— netween
just that sort of to-do and I beagriculture and industry; with
lieve every guy fears such . . .
national detense and power conAnyway, Lillian cried from sheer
servation (for the present) on the
joy and all thru the ceremony, up
side of industry and the cities.
to the binding "I Do's," Doctor
The men who are fighting
Godfrey twitched with nervousagainst universal daylight saving
ness
Add timely note: Speech
today have not one word to add
by college gal, home for a few
to the arguments of a generation
days prior to entry into summer
ago—but those arguments are sufschool, "I wish I could go to
ficiently strong to control a huge
school the rest of my life, it's so
bloc of votes in the House and
much fun, and then I wouldn't
Senate. I'll try to summarize the
have to worry about fitting mycases of both sides.
self for a career."
For The Opposition:
PRINCETON PANORAMA,,.
Little girl with tears in her eyes
and hard sobs shaking her frail
little shoulders at corner of Washington and Harriso n, looking
down in the gutter at her smashed bicycle, wrecked by heavy
truck driven by careless pilot
who failed to note the child had
left the wheel there for a moment while performing deed for
Mother, as he pulled out. . . And
kind old man, tugging at battered
wheels and fenders in an effort
to ease heart-break . . . Sarah
Goodwin, neatly dressed and at
leisure's height, parked at 'curb
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See This New d.-E Refrig*eratdr

Organization and defense are
not new problems to Mrs. Milligan, Her 15 years' club work
have covered a wide range of activities. She is now president of
the National Council of Women,
composed of 10 women's groups
throughout the country. For the
past three years she was chairman of the Radio Division of the
General Federation of Women's
Clubs and mistress of ceremonies
on some of its programs—a job
which made her name known to
millions of women throughout the
country. She now has a part-time
job as head of the women's division of the National Association
of Manufacturers — an organization intended to help manufacturers iron out industrial problems.
• • •
Her lively interest in defense
dates from a trip she made in
the West and Midwest a year ago
when she "was impressed by the
fact that women seemed too unaware of the world situation and
the war news." When she returned to New York she and a
number of other women's club
presidents delved into an extensive study of the role which women might play in the country's
preparedness for defense. Result
is a tentative plan for cooperation
with a number of..womeris_organizations which is yet to be worked
out in detail after conferences
with them.
• • •
Mrs. Milligan is certain the
program will cover three things:
First, education of women in nutrition; second, training in nursing; third, building up women's
for the country as a whole.
morale and thus building morale
(Continued on Page 6)
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D-X
power...higher
gives it to you,plus! You get EXTRA Mileage,speed,
addition, you get the advantages of
anti-knock than ever before! In
valves, pistons, rings and
upper-cylinder lubrication—protection to
from ordiupper-cylinder walls. This feature makes D-X different
Diamond
nary gasolines, but you pay no extra for it. Drive into anyGuarantee.
Money-Back
today and try a tankful on a
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gasoline quality...and
Road performance is the true measure of

D-X station
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Chicago Lumber Company In Flames

Deaths and

olice On Duly Al German cons°

Large Crowd Hears
Flag Day Address

Funerals

a , June 1D, 1941

June 12,,1

maids Meet
his Stephens

Street Parade, Songs
Feature Patriotic
Ceremony

Mrs. Robert Blanc
Funeral services were held
:Tuesday for Mrs. Robert Blane,
1117, who died Menday at her home
in this county. Mrs. Blanc was
lie former Sarah Alice Butts and
was married in 1889 to Hobert
Mane, who died 31 years ago.
To their marriage, three children were born, one, Clarence,
surviving. She professed faith in
Quist at an early age and united
with the Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church.
Besides the son, she leaves a
number of great-grandchildren
end other relatives in the county.

outossie Princeton.
gjon, presided

A crowd of about 1,500 pertains
from Caldwell county and Princeton gathered in front of the south
entrance of the courthouse here
Saturday afternoon for a program
II'
sponsored by the American Legion in observance of annual Flag
Day celebration.
Prior to the program, a street
parade made up of veterans of
the World War, Spanish Ameriealt
can War and other campaigns by
the United Statea, flag bedecked
autos and the Butler High School
Band began at Butler High School
and marched down Main street
around through Hawthorne and
Funeral services were held
back along Market street to the
Wednesday afternoon for Robert
courthouse, where it halted for
Austin, uncle of Judge G. G. Harthe program.
relson, who died Tuesday at the
After the invocation, pronunc• ed
home of his daughter, Mrs. Wesby the Rev. W. L. Baker, MarFlames destroyed this mill and lumber company in Chicago's
ley Crowe, in Providence.
near north side industrial area.
shall P. Eldred delivered a brief
Three firemen were killed, four others were hurt and another
Besides his daughter, He is surwas reported missing. Here firemen address
Two New York police stand on duty outside
on respect to the Amerithe ent:4,
are pouring streams of water into the blaze.
vived by three sons.
(Associated Press Telemat)
can Flag in "perhaps the most the German consulate in a building in
Judge Harrelson, Mrs. Harreldowntown Manhat
crucial tunes since the Banner United States has ordered
all German consulates
-son, Mrs. Sallie Harrelson and
closed by j
was originated."
Sirs. Frank Giannini attended the
because of activities "inimical to the welfare of
Patriotic songs were led by
this country,
funeral from Princeton.
Rumsey B. Taylor with music
Washington, June 17 (JP)—With furnished by the band. The Rev.
a warning that the war may last J. G. Cothran pronounced tIfe
Louisville, June 18 (4P) — Th may have washed
dangerous pol- for
years, Secretary Stimson to- benediction. J. M. Pool, corn-.
State Department of Health warnFuneral services for Mrs. G. F. ed Wednesday that recent heavy lution into inadequately protected day began an administration drive meander of Carlisle Orange Post,
Jackson, June 18()—With CirNew York, June l8 011—
Egbert, 75, who died June 12, rains may be followed by an in- springs and wells."
to obtain congressional approval American Legion, presided. Phil- cuit Judge Chester A. Bach serv- Diana Frazier,
society "
were held last Friday at Prospect crease in the number of typhoi
He reported that seventy-two of the $285,000,000 St. Lawrence lip McNabb, Robert Wylie and ing as a defense attorney, Winston girl No. 1" since
her S5008)
Baptist Church, Hopkins county, fever cases in rural areas.
cases -occurred in the State to seasway and power 'project as a Lieut. Harry Hale were intro- Elkins, 24, went on trial in Brea- in 1938, is
going
to marry.
with her step-son, the Rev. Justin
Dr. F. W. Caudill, State epi- June 1 which was "not out of the measure important to national de- duced to the crowd as active thitt Circuit Court today on a
Her mother, Mrs. F-vie
members of the U. S. military charge of shooting to death Ken.Egbert, officiating. Burial was in demiologist, said "we have had
fense.
ordinary."
Watriss, announced today
The secretary of war appeared service.
Ways of avoiding typhoid set
cemetery.
ny Mullins, 41, on July 3, 1937.
protracted dry season throughou
gagement of her much p
Mrs. Egbert was Miss Martha the State and water in wells an out by the department's warning before the House Rivers and BarJudge Bach, who vacated the raphed
daughter to John
A
large
percentage of passen- bench to assist in the defense, ex'brier Dever, daughter of Mr. springs dropped to a low level. were: "Drink only water that has bers Committee, which is consid(Shipwreck) Kelly, former
Mrs. John Dever, before her Dangerous filth of var yin
been analyzed and found safe; if ering the administration proposal. gers on boats plying the Red Sea plained that he was retained as versity
of Kentucky athle
rriage to G. F. Egbert in 1882. amounts accumulated on the soi supply is polluted boil it before He said the huge undertaking are Mohammedan pilgrims mak- counsel for Elkins before he was
pro football player and o
e died in 1931. Mrs. Egbert was surface. Heavy rainfall has no
using; boil dishes and tableware; would be important in a military ing their annual trek to Mecca.
elected judge in 1939. Robert R. part-owne
r of the Brooklyn
wn in her community as a replenished water supplies an remove conditions that permit fly sense because (1) it would proFriend of Irvine is presiding as gers
football team.
Although Alexandria, Egypt, is special judge by designati
ristian woman of fine characbreeding; avoid bathing in un- vide a more protected route part
on of
situated on the edge of the Nile the Court of Appeals.
and was a faithful believer of Madisonvi
lle; a brother, Jack protected waters; always wash of the way for transportation of
Taxicabs in the United
delta,
e Baptist faith.
it
escapes
supplies
heavy
hands
to
England
with
silt
and
(2)
soap
deit
Trial of Elkins, returned here carry
and water before
Dever; a granddaughter, thr
more than 780,000,000
posits
She is survived by three
because
of
would
meals."
increase
favorable
the amount of
ocean from Dayton, Ohio, about six
chil- great-grandchildren and numer
sengers a year.
en, Hugh and Owen Egbert
currents.
electric
power
The
available to operdepartment advised that
weeks ago, was delayed by the
and ous other relatives. Mr. and Mrs
. Joe Horning; three stepdefendant's absence from the "foot-leg" creek crossing
Al Egbert and son, Boyd, an typhoid vaccine is supplied free ate arms industries.
'Wren, Francis and Cal Egbert,
Industry's
first
Represent
to
steam - driven State.
health departments and physiative Mansfield (DElkins had crossed over it
Mrs. L. B. Loyd, Princeton, at
lington, and Mrs. R. L. Wilkey tended
Texas), referring to estimates that machine was made for spinning
cians throughout the State.
Mullins' wife testifed that Elk- his wife and their daughter
the funeraL
cotton.
With the showers in the Louis- the project would take four years
ins shot her husband fatally at a trial will continue Weds
ville area of the past twenty-four to construct, asked whether the
hours measuring .48 of an inch, present emergency would last
June has provided an excess of that long.
"In my opinion," Stenson said,
2.42 over the normal rainfall for
the first seventeen days and has "it is necessary to prepare for a
cut the year's accumulated defi- very long emergency. We hope it
ciency that stood at 11.55 at the will be briefer, but it is not safe
to act on such a hope in such a
end of May.
Crops are improving, with mois- situaiton as confronts us today."
ture to develop deep root systems,
the weather bureau said, adding
The richest single oil field ever•
,
that while nearly all tobacco has discovered lies in Iran.
•
been set and is doing well, weeds
!•
are "taking" the cornfields, since
The population of Halifax, Nova
the ground has been too soggy to Scotia, has
doubled since the war•
be worked.
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Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907

INKIER
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The French island of Martini. - -Fire
causes an average annual
que has an excellent network of property
damage of $300,000,000
roads,
in the United States.

The Winkler Stoker has long been recognized as one of th.
•nation's outstanding stokers. Noted for its operating eflio
•ency and economy, Winkler gi 'es the most stoker for you
•money and will do more work for less money.
•
•
•Install Your
WINKLER
•
•
Today!

An Oakland, Calif., resident has
Approximately 14,000 sacks of
patented a trombone with a foot gold, shipped
from France a year
treadle to operate the slide.
ago, are stored in Martinque.

C. A. Woodall
INSURANCE AGENCY
All Old Line Stock Companies
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Then come to the Hobby-Fair and see
a delightful assembly of hobbies in
competition. Carvings, needlework,
glassware, china, stamps, in various
interesting creations.
Presented for
BRTISH WAR RELIEF

10c

The average price of an electric refrigerator
20 years ago was $600.
The average price today is $154—for a lot
better product.
One thing that made this price reduction
possible was that millions of people bought
electric refrigerators. Volume brought prices
down.
And one thing that made volume possible was
ADVERTISING, which taught people to want
electric refrigerators.
That's how advertising helps bring prices
down.
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UTILITY MODEL—A Genuine Winkler

There's A WINKLER For Every Need And Every

Purse

Match This STOKER

•
•

•
•

Amazing Remodeling Specials
Limited Quantity, Fine ()nal*
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INTER-PLAN TRANSMISSION...
No Shear Pins—Automatic Itc1c,L.c
SIXTEEN TON BURNER ...
Burns 16 Tons of Air to One Ton of Coal
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CONTROL ... No Puff—No Fly Ash
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ds' Honey & Almond Cream,
$1.00 Size
.50 Packard
Electric Shaver
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McKesson Aspirins
t Antiseptic Mouth Wash
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Special prices.
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The Merry Maid Club
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Garrett Building—West Main
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Mitchell Brothers
EXCLUSIVE

•East Market Street

WINKLER DISTRIBUTORS
Phone 2.55-1\
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CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Disciples. The sermon by the pasCHURCH
tor, subject "The True Values of
E. Z. Diggs, Jr., Pastor
Life" I Cor. 13.
Worship service, 10:45 a.:n., serAll Endeavor Societies meet at mon theme: "Things We Live By."
The
age.
every
for
a
6:30, group
7:30 p.m., the young peopei who
worship service begins at 7:45,
attend the Western Kentucky
tat, mutt: ''L u s4. that Passeth Young People's Conference will
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
invite
We
3:19.
Eph.
Knowledge"
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
conduct the service and make a
Sunday School at 9:45; morning YOU to our services at all time.
Prayer meeting Wednesday all report on their activities there,
worship at 11, sermon theme:
-The Price That One Pays in Be- 7:45. Mr. Chas. L. Brooks from etc. A cordial welcome awaits al;
ing the Right Kind of Christian"; Hopkinsville will be with us on at all times at this ebarch---"A
Baptist Training Union at 6:15; that night. Let us have a good Horne for the Soul in the Heart
of the City.
evening worship at 7:30, sermon group out.
theme: "Our Inheritance"; prayer
service Wednesday evening at
7:30,
There was a marked increase in
all of our services last Sunday.
DELIGHTFULLYCOOL
We are expecting more people in
all of our services this Sunday.
-FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Charles P. Brooks, Minister
THE BIG SHOW IS ON!
Mrs. H. L. Terry, Choir Director
The surging drama
Mrs. E. Cherry, Organist
...the teeming thrills
Bible School begins at 9:45;
...behind the circus
classes and departments for all;
wui ship service begins at 10:55;
scenes!
Communion Service of Christ's

aids Meet
iss Stephens
Maid Club held its
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son have returned from New York
after a two weeks' stay.
• • .
Mrs. Tommy Stevens, Louisville, is visiting her mother, Mrs.
Harry Eblen.
• • •
Mrs. Dique Eldred left last Friday morning, accompanied by her
sister, Miss Prudence Polk and
brother-in-law, George H. Hillman, both of Nashville, for their
summer home on St. Joseph's Island, Ontario, Canada, where they
will spend the summer.
• • •
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Violets, vi-o-lets, you're the sweetest flower t, me—and even if you aren't the sweetheart of the
fraternity that claims this flower, you'll enjoy the gentle femininity of this hat and cigarette lighter
ensemble with violet motif. A flowing white waist-length veil envelops the felt, net and straw of
which the hat is made.
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mazing Remodeling Specials—
united Quantity, Fine Quality!

uine Winkler

Prevent excessive wear which
"smoker."
can make your car a
Motor
Use Insulated Havoline
insuOil, Texaco's finest. Is is
cold.
lated against heat,'manse
distilled...
Hayoline is wholly
which
tree of harmful elements
accelerate wear.

Every Purse
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ds' Honey & Almond Cream,
.49
1.00 Size
4.98
0 Packard Electric Shaver
.39
McKesson Shaving Cream
.39
of Magnesia (16 oz.)
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Mrs. Florence Nabb, mother of
Mrs. Ed McLin, left Thursday for
West Palm Beach, Fla., where she
will spend the summer visiting
her daughter, Mrs. C. K. Lide.
• • •

Mr. and Mrs. George Bullox,
Helen Hopper and Virginia WyLamasco, on the birth of a baby lie were visitors in Bowling Green
daughter. She has been named Sunday.
• • •
Ella Dean.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper and
daughter, Katherine, visited in
Providence Tuesday night.
Personals
• • •
Gene Cash left is—nday for St.
Charles Vick has gone to Detroit where he has accepted a Louis where she will attend sumposition with the Federal Motor mer school_ • • •
Company. He will be joined by
Louis Boren was in Morganfield
Mrs. Vick about July 4.
• • •
Wednesday on business.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. William SatterJuliet Pepper has returned from
field, Owensboro, visited relatives
here last week-end. They left Murray where she attended school
this year and will spend the sumSunday afternoon.
• • •
mer with her parents.
• • •
J. W. Galloway. Jr.. Ashbrook,
Mrs. Billy Burroughs, Durant,
N. C., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
here,
Frank Brewer. He will be here Miss., is visiting her sister
all this week, leaving for his this week. Mrs. Ed Thacker.
— I
home next week-end.
Sergeant Robert Wylie, Patterson Field, Ohio, is visiting relatives here.
• • •

THE LIMIT!

THE

Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit court'
clerk, visited her mother and father in the Hall community last
week-end.
• • •
Martha Littlepage will spend a
few days this week with Mr. and
Mrs. Julian Littlepage.
• • •
Miss Christine Wood left Wednesday for a tour of the northeastern states with the President
of Stephens College for purpose
of alumni organization.
• • •

ood Drug Co.
The Druggist On The Square
Phone 611
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PLUS! 3 STOOGES COMEDY
CARTOON — NEWS

:
addi• Alber
t
"ail Clio,

SATURDAY — 2 FEATURES!
OPEN AT 12 NOON
22e UNTIL 5 P. M.

The Rev. D. D. Dugan, Mrs.
Luke McChesney, and Mrs. Arney T. Rawls attended a WPA
educational conference in Henderson last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Grayson Harrel-

ILLINOIS CENTRAL EXCURSION
PRINCETON TO LOUISVILLE
SUNDAY, JUNE 29
$2.00 ROUND TRIP
Half Fare for Children
DOUBLE HEADER BASEBALL GAME
Leave Louisville Returning 11 P.M.
Leave Princeton 3 A.M.

— Also —
CARTOON and SERIAL

SUNDAY, MONDAY & 'TUESDAY

TYRONE POWER

PHOTOGRAPHED
IN
mAoanatrt

In
Vi

the

mightiest role
moo Haase

of his

TECHNICOLOR

with

LINDA DARNELL
RITA HAYWORTH
NAZIMOVA

Plus These Added Features!
OUR GANG KIDS in "KIDDIE KURE"
COLOR CARTOON—"MRS,LADY HUG"
PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD

WEDNESDAY

1.0c & 15c

The "hottest" city in the world unearths
an INSIDE STORY... too hot to print!

WWI GTOR
Mat

FRANK MORGAN
ANN RUTHERFORD
KENT TAYLOR

Ray

MILLAND
William

and many others at our popular
special prices.

It

Mrs. John J. Coyle, Paducah,
was the guest of relatives here
Sunday.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Prowell,
Fredonia, on the birth of a baby
Mrs. Homer Ray Patterson were
boy Sunday. He has been named the guesst of her mother, Mrs.
Wayne Allen.
H. R. Braddy and Mr. Braddy,
Birmingham, Ala., last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Conger,
Fredonia, on the birth of a baby
Mrs. Florence Ewing, Dyersgirl. She has been named Caro- burg, Tenn., is visiting her sister
lyn Ann.
here, Mrs. Joe Sigler.

Ash

ter's Ser

Miss Anne Steadman Leech has
returned to W.S. T. C., Bowling
Green, after visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Leech, last
week.
• • •

HOLDEN

& FRI.
COMING NEXT THUR.Always

Wayne

MORRIS
&Ian DOWDY
Veronim UWE
Constance MOOSE
HNOti HOPPER

The Kind of Love Story You've
Wanted for These Two Exciting Stars!

4411111

COMING! JULY 3-4

IRENE DUNNE
CARY GRANT
In the great
McCall !Magazine Novel

Peppy Seronlle

1941
lav, June 19,
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:
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(Continued from Page 3)
"That last is very important,"
she says with a chuckle. "Remember there are three great
means of communication— tele-
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use for the same purpose deepLucy Richardson was born on
cut armholes, fullness attached to
Attorney General Robert H. Jackson (left), whose nomination
Colorado ranch, attended school
drop-shouldered yokes, and, on
to be a justice of the supreme court was sent to the senate by
,n New York, studied music in
Keepe
coats, great big shawl collars, vinPresident Roosevelt, was congratulated by Solicitor-General FranBerlin and then married Harold
tage 1918.
Biddle. Biddle has been mentioned as a probably choice as
cis
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V. Milligan, who was for 25 years
Then, after they've widened
(AP Telemat)
Attorney-General succeeding Jackson.
organist and choir director of the
poultry keeping will
you at the top, they mean to narElaine Marie Wood (above), 22, of Ann Arbor, Mich., a Unithe College of Agri
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row the rest of you. This is fairly
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John S. Kedall of Carlisle county It is estimated that lambs and
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There'll be two exceptions to
R.
(AP Feature Writer)
"The big cities. They were fine. chiefly cowboy airs. She swims, equal of grass in the Bluegrass county this year.
the United States De
the tapering rule—formal eveand
plays
tennis
and
thinks
County
Agent
Troll
Young
Life
seems
to
golfs
begin
at
midnight."
region
of
the
State.
ning wear and college girl clothes.
Agriculture;
Aboard H.M.S.
, At Sea—
Adam Si
"And how about our girls, Da- nothing of hiking eight miles
The bluegrass was sowed in gives credit for the development cry operator at Hen
At a recent very formal military "Release depth charge!"
around a New England lake 1932 on land treated with lime- of the sheep industry to the agri- C. W. Sillier,
vey?"
ball, almost every guest wore
poultr
The order came down from the
"They're a bit fresh, don't you where she vacations.
stone and superphosphate that cultural conservation program, Lexington, and A. J.
wide-skirted picture frocks, and bridge of our lend-lease ship. The
First, last and all the time, Mrs. had been in tobacco and cowpeas. which resulted in more pastures nomist of the
it seems likely that these charm- English tar at the racks on the think, sir?"
univers
Milligan says, she is "a tremen- According to Mr. Watts it now and hay crops.
"Fresh?"
ers will outrank the smartest stern pulled a plug, and the ash"I've seen them roll their dous believer in the American makes good pasture nine months
Shortage of breeding stock may
narrow skirts for ballroom wear can of death to submarines
system, which must be kept in the year. Also, this year, 250 check further growth of the
stockings in the street, sir."
next fall.
splashed into the ocean.
alive."
Davey was embarrassed.
bushels of bluegrass seed were sheep business. Young says there
College girls have hips. Even
We put on a burst of speed
He and the other lads who kept
taken off. This is thought to be are only about 75 rams for sale
strong-minded designers concede while the bomb was finding
the
the wardroom shipshape and fed Get Your Mirror!
the point. So for them, they've deep level
the first bluegrass seed saved in in the county, whereas farmers
where it would burst
the crew obviously were tickled
need about 400.
evolved dresses that are slim
Carlisle county.
automatically from pressure. I
pink with their American ship.
everywhere except for peplums heard a noise like a
Mr. Kendall said that T. R.
Boulder, Colo. (JP)—When the
distant shotWhat impressed them most was Colorado University School of Bryant, assistant director of the Add
with accommodating back fullSmiles:
bun firing in a foggy November
the gadgets.
ness. The college girls themselves
Journalism published the Boulder extension service of the State 'Clumsy As A Lion'
field. A sort of at "Boom." In a
"There seems to be a gadget for Daily Camera for a day Paul Ger- College of Agriculture at Lexingprobably will choose their old fa- minute or
two I saw a great area
everything except your finger- hard found himself in the man- ton, about 10 years ago told him
vorites, peasant-line full-skirted of
New York (P)—Sure-footed as
the ocean behind us suddenly
nails," he said, "and you're likely aging editor's chair.
frocks.
how to grow bluegrass in Westflatten out, glisten in the sun.
a cat, eh? Well, Bronz Park zoo,
to get them clipped too if you
Other fall trends, stressed at
ern
Kentucky.
Said Gerhard to Linotype OpThere was a shimmery, rapid viattendants have found out that
don't mind out."
early openings:
erator Lyntf Harper:
bration on the surface, like heat
Our food was well prepared.
all cats aren't so nimble.
Military Influence: This will not
"I'm left - handed and you'll Cricket Blitz
waves, only faster and mushier.
extremely clean, and less greasy probably have trouble reading the
be so obvious as it has been.
Five lions recently were transThat was all.
than the fare on most American headlines I write."
There'll be few gagles, few red,
Reno, Nev. (R)—Nevada's per- ferred to a barless run
"What?" I asked. "No exploseparated
warships. Outstanding was their
white and blue combinations. But
"Oh, that's OK," replied Har- ennial summer invasion is on— from the spectators by a moat.
sion?"
standard curried rice with chut- per. "I can read 'em easy. I'm Mormon crickets. The destructive One of them
there will be epaulets, gold caris so clumsy he's
"No," explained the officer at
ney, though it's hot enough to left-handed, too."
tridge belts and pockets, and,
crop pests are being fought by fallen in six or seven
my side. "Not at that depth. Nor
times, the
scalp
a
more importantly, military colors
fellow.
about 150 men.
others at least twice.
fish, either."
about $1.50 a montli. Nearly half
—olive tones, army drab (khaki),
Skip
The
Coffee!
He was looking over the side,
army beige (very dark), and enThe coffee? Let's skip it. They the men prefer the pay to the
obviously disappointed at bringsign navy. Furs haven't been miltried
very hard, but they just rum. When I tasted the stuff, I
ing up no fresh fish for supper.
itary before, but one designer ofdon't
know
what to do with cof- agreed with the men who took
Nor was there any submarine,
fers an Alaska sealskin cape with
fee.
The
big
coffee percolator—a the pay.
for we were just practicing with
I couldn't find a soul with a
four huge military pockets.
standard
fixture
in the crew's
American depth charges. Our
complaint against the lend-lease
Sharp Color Combinations:
quarters
of
every
American
warsenior officer was putting our
vessel I was leaving. That is, I
Spring's popular violet will lead
squadron through the paces of ship—was soon being used to dis- could dig out only one
grumble.
to plum and purple for fall, comsubmarine attack, our last drill till cocoa.
"'Foss up," I said to one of the
bined sometimes with red, someBritish officers liked American
before I was to leave ship at an
officers, "Isn't there one single
times with a soft grayed lilac.
desserts better than their own,
Eastern Canadian port.
thing you don't like about this
Americans seem to like the bold
I was glad of that for the crew's wished they could get coffee the ship?"
tii-culor sports clothes Britain has
sake. I thought they needed a American way. But they didn't
"Well, if you put it that way,"
sent us. For example, a gold jackBritish officers liked American he
respite, even though they never
said. "I own the bunks in the
et, trimmed with bands of green,
seemed to mind the pace. We had desserts better than their own, cabins are a bit
too comfortable."
worn with a dull red skirt and
zig-zagged ourselves seasick. We wished they could get coffee the
"Too bad," I sympathized.
coat. Black will be less imporhad signalled ourselves blue in American way. But they didn't
"Oh, I remedied that well
tant.
the face. We fired practice rounds like our cigarets very much, enough. I stuck a
board under the
Victorian Furs: Stoles, tippets,
strong.
I
were
a
bit
thought
they
frequently, did 45-degree starmattress. Now I sleep like a
cape coats—all with an 1890 feelthing
about
thought the same
board turns.
babe."
ing—are seen in all early collec'Your Women? Fresh'
theirs.
tions. Blond furs are strong. FullNow we were about to get a
The ship lost its prohibition
length coats, box, wrapped or fitrest. I went below ,asked my cab- regulations when the British took
ted, will follow the prevalent tain boy to pack me up when he over. With them came barrels of
pering line,
had a free moment.
rum. Every man over 21 years old
"Davey," I asked, "what did got his three fingers of grog every
A Real Cleanup
you like most about America on night—or the .equivalent in pay

Short Course
Poultry

Bluegrass Does Well Washington County
In Western Kentucky Sheep Numbers Up

TESTING 'ASH CANS OF DEATH'

Modern

years°

Welch, Okla. (11) —When the
men of Welch were a little slow
in pushing the civic clean-up
project the women took over.
They scooped up 13 big truck
loads of trash, nearly all there
was in town, and hauled it away.
Collecting 25 cents from each
householder they paid off expenses and carne out $11 ahead.

Wien
ilef041 Zliamen
Citoodg
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATO

Let's Talk
It Over V

There

Oldster Youngsters
China, Me. (FP)—When Augustus Doe Wiggin attended his
daughter's golden wedding anniversary, he spoke affectionately
of the principals as "youngsters."
He's 101.

Shop around and select the best home loan plan available. We invite you to get the details of our Direct-Reduction
Home LOAN PLAN that has brought and la bringing debtfree home ownership to so many others.

NEW
BEAUTY
for your old
furniture, woodwork, and Boors
in tin hoursf les
WATERSPAPI
unbelievable, but
VARNISH
true—when you
use Waterspar
Quick Drying
Colored Var.
nishes. The stain
and varnish in one COSI
--exchanging old wrfaces for newt

PAINT STYLING HEADQUARTERS

•
Insurance
Fire and Auto
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
•
Over Penney's
Phone 513
Princeton, Ky.

I. Including original purchase price
and yearly operating expense, elecTHEY ARE tric
refrigeration costs you less
than any other mechanical cooling method.
Your
dealer will gladly prove this with facts and
figures.
2. With more flexible cold-and
-moisture control,
electric refrigeration always keeps your foods
properly chilled and wholesome. and freezes
more ice
faster—no matter fire sweltering the weather.
5. You can use electric refrigeration
as easily in
the village and country as in the
city—simply by
plugging the refrigerator into the
handiest electric
socket. No plumbing required.
AND HERE

4. F.
/stark refrigerators are made by
some of the
world's moat important manufacturers.
Their well-

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
—:—

Refrigerot

85'7, Buy Electric
roedun,
About 85 of every 100 buyers of
units choose electric rc 'rigerators Yeo
In 1940 over 2,600,000 electric range"
sold for home use.

Operating Cost as Lout as 35i 0
—for electric refrigeration, we1the
than a dollar . .. the price 01 two of
cost has
of chewing gum a day. Operating
So% in the last five years. It will &OP
electric rates are reduced.

WESTINGHOUSE

Refrigerators

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR OTHER STANDARD MAKES
IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE
BETTER ELECTRICALLY

Henrietta Hotel Building
Princeton, Ky.

We Sell

known standards of workmanship, IN"
dependability,
design insure the highest
and quality.

Telephone 46
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NEWS and FACTS .

First Ye
of the Kentac
"Clean Up or C
One year ago 011e Committee •
organized to cooperate with I
enforcement officials in eliminati
the small minority of beer retail.
Permitting unlawful conditions
anti-social practices in their pl. •
of business.
Continuous activity on the part
our Committee, which includ
investigation of more than 1,3.
retail beer outlets, has resulted
definite progress toward th
objective.
To data, on

our Committe
recommendation to state and I. •
authorities, 18 beer retailers ha
lost their licenses, 2 others ha
had their outlets padlocked and
have had their licenses suspend
because they would not cond

KENTUCKY
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Speculation Boosts
Prices Of Foods

Beirut Seaplane Base Object Of Attack

Consumers Also Partly To B 1 a m e, Says
U. K. Authority

Prices of food, clothes- attd•other products have gone up appreciably. This price rise has not
been due to the defense program
of
Jude 11—Sending
—which so far has not affected
inforest fire fighting
the situation—but rather to spejudge,
to every county
culation, according to Miss Alice
d sportsmen's club in
Morrison, assistant in the Univertoday by
announed
'as
sity of Kentucky home economics
ter K. G. McConnell.
department. She bases her statecontinued drouth might
ment in part on releases from
of destructive
etalon
P
Miss Harriet Elliott, consumer
fact
jest fires, and the
representative of the defense
had
als of one county
facilities of Beirut, capital of Lecommission, who asserts that
A seaplane base (above) is among important transportation
quested aid, prompted
French-mandater Syria.
into
pricedrives
the
allied
for
of
the
British
s
reason
the
no
is
objective
of
there
one
is
which
banon,
instructions.
n of the
goods.
r
consume
most
in
rise
anon from the U. S.
Bears Decreasing;
With millions of Americans
Bureau indicates rains
Still Plenty Left
busy on defense projects or in the
may
s
day
few
e last
County Agent Charles E. Gabarmy, the volume of goods availfrom
relief
temporary
y
Ottawa, Canada (Al —Fishing bard says Wolfe county farmers
able to consumers will be reduced
Kentucky
.
McConnell
d
bears that prowl the banks of are convinced that vetch is the
to some extent by 1942-43, Miss
rain deficiency of from
be- small streams in the Queen Charasserts. This may mean
may
on
Morrison
producti
bean
Castor
January
Sally
Ann
Sargent, 4, (center) arid Leslie
beat winter cover and feed crop
(right)
or inches since
competition among buyers unless come one of the important con- lotte Islands off the British Coadded, "Even if no more said goodbye to Private Ben Gajewski before going ashore to New
they can grow. Testa made over
their
they voluntarily restrict
tributions of Kentucky agricul- lumbia coast are a big headache
ur during the summer, ork City from the army transport Republic which arrived from the
the county last winter brought
, competition for ture to national defense. In eight
However
buying.
there
but
s—
official
will
Phillippines. Sally is going to Gary, Ind. The ship carried 616
to fisheries
tha tthe first frost
almost universal praise, he rebe serious until counties farmers are cooperating
not
will
goods
to
used
there
as
aren't as many
tall fire season, and the passengers, most of them families of soldiers who were ordered
ports. Crockett Rose, living near
of consumer goods with the Agricultural Experiment
stocks
present
be.
(Associated Press Telemat)
begin preparations is home by the war department.
Malaga, sowed vetch with crimhave been exhausted.
rs
maraude
Station in testing the production
Ninety-one of the
son clover and rye grass. Altho
rs are partly to blame of castor beans, which are the
Consume
the
to
reports
were shot in 1940,
pastured, the mixture was so
and grass fires not only
because when faced with less source of an oil highly useful in
fisheries department said. Bears heavy that it was necessary to
farms, homes and in, they often insist national defense.
available
goods
Offiare numerous in the islands.
improvements, but demow it before plowing the field
upon immediate and frantic buyMost of the beans used in mak- cials said that along one small
this spring.
ural resources vital to
A poultry picking machine was ing. In turn, merchants have ing castor oil in this country have
Dr. J. R. Hill of Fayette county
section of beach ten of the anisal Defense and the welthat
realize
and
hand,
on
goods
The
been imported from Brazil.
put the first cutting of alfalfa in seen on a farm tour in Kenton,
mals were seen scooping out paw- Hail, Hail,
e Commonwealth.
Boone and Campbell counties. consumers fear a later shortage. possibility of interference with fuls of salmon as the big fish better which accompanied the silo, adding 40 pounds of moGang's All Here I
has
often
situation
of
type
shipping has aroused interest in gan ascending creeks to the The
George Hill, the owner, said it This
uctions the Division of lasses to the ton.
resulted in speculation, with dis- domestic production.
from
the
feathers
would
remove
grounds.
of
g
95
percent
A
handled
spawnin
pool
Emporia, Kaa. (1P'—Came midoffered to counties deThe Kentucky Experiment Stato 125 birds in an hour. It asterous results for the rank and
and with it a complaint
additional assistance the wool produced in Taylor 100
night
Kenover
all
well
tion has been experimenting with and should do
also can be used to pick turkeys. file of consumers.
"gang of men" was disa
limits of its finances. county.
that
FerN.
E.
Dr.
ent
to
"Both the Ti. S. Governm
castor bean growing for three tucky, according
Tice McCoy of Breckinridge
Farmers in Cumberland county
the sleep of hotel dwelllance would be more
turbing
ntal
experime
res,
years. Varieties have been tested gus, in charge of
county raised 450 chickens to an and the various State legislatu
intersection, with
instructions on fire con- are interested in a proposition to
to prevent unnec- at the main Experiment Station work with them. Yields have ers, at a certain
actviely
trying
for
/:
pounds
2,
of
weight
average
singing.
rmation regarding forest sell milk to a cheese company.
price-rises, should be told at Lexington and at the substa- been running from 1,400 to 1,500 their loud
essary
They
each.
29
cents
of
an
average
G. W. Batts of Ballard county
Officers found the noise emating equipment, fire preprice now
were brooded by electricity at a of the cooperation and backing of tions at Quicksand and Princeton. pounds to the acre. The
nating from a crew of five men
posters for posting hax- sheared 351 pounds of wool from
pound.
prea
to
cents
efforts
their
3
in
rs
around
consume
is
was
seed
each.
enough
tests
these
half-cent
g
From
a
averagin
30 sheep, selling it for $47.61 per cost
the chief had hired to reas, etc.
The one drawback to growing whom
The Lincoln County Sheep Pro- vent speculation and quality - de- produced to enlist the cooperation
'vision of Forestry's an- cwt.
fact paint traffic lanes. They explainthe
been
conhas
r
goods,"
in
consume
beans
creases
castor
d
in
tests.
re
imburse
of
further
farmers
Forty Jefferson county farmers tective Association
ed they liked musk with their
priation from the State
In addition to the needs of na- that they required hand picking
farmers for 95 percent of the cluded Miss Morrison.
work.
4,000. This amount, aug- have built stock-water dams since
latter
The
g.
threshin
hand
and
is
48
and
a
sound
tional defense, there
value of 93 ewes and rams
about 60 percent of the vegetables
by funds from private the first of the year.
by. dogs. Twelve
reason for interest in castor bean operation, howeve r, has been
killed
lambs
counMetcalfe
in
famiby
their
farmers
Nine
Because of perennial irrigation,
and fruit needed
d owners and from the
development at
thousand sheep were protected in lies. Sixty percent have enough growing in Kentucky; the need eliminated by the
two and somtimea three crops are
StaGovernment under the ty have enrolled in the State tonent
Experim
ural
Agricult
of another cash crop, especially in the
the county.
harvested each year in the Nile.
milk for their families, and more
the Clarke-McNary Law, litter contest.
tion of a special threshing maIn a program of improving than half of them serve eggs the dark tobacco regions.
At the Lee County Fair cash
valley.
vides fire protection for
Castor beans are easily grown chine.
the kitchens, members of Homemak- daily.
acres in 14 counties. prizes will be awarded for
dis- ers' Clubs in Fulton county reWhitley, Bell, Knox, best "feed the farm family"
moved 670 "dust catchers and
e Harlan, Pike, Letch- plays.
used useless articles." They bought 373
Johnson, Martin, Law- Farmers in Grayson county
Val- pieces of kitchen equipment, and
yin and Trigg. All the 2,400 pounds of Tennessee
Market eggs should be kept in
on gar- rearranged shelves and other
fertilizer
y
Authorit
ley
which
contain
counties,
equipment in 179 kitchens.
moist, cool room. A cellar is
a
dens.
pri7,000,000 acres of
At their retail market in Bowl- good. The temperature should not
farmers
county
Knott
Several
owned timberland, must
hogs ing Green, Warren county Home- exceed 68 degrees. After cooling
n their own resources of have purchased registered
makers are selling chickens, but- for 8 to 10 hours, they may be
spring.
this
er and equipment.
ter, cheese, cakes and other baked packed in cases, placing the small
counLetcher
of
Stamper
J. G.
fruit and vegetables. One end of the egg down.
foods,
home
of
jars
500
county farmers had a 90 ty has more than
sold $21 worth of prodv.-ontan
from
Good nutrition means that evover
left
crimson clover seed crop. canned products
a week.
in
ucts
ery person should have two fruits
crops are bringing Ken- last year.
farm
A survey indicated that
and two vegetables every day to
ty farmers fair returns,
women in Daviess county can supplement the meat, bread, po.ne unfavorable season. , — Try Leader's Classified Ads —
tatoes and dried beans or other
—
foods..lionie canning is one way
to have this variety.
Cook meat slowly, using moderate temperature. Meat is a protein food, and like white of egg,
is toughened by prolonged heating at high temperature. Meat
may be browned to develop a
rich flavor, but then should be
cooked at a moderate tempera- I

Farmers Like Vetch

Farmers May Grow
Castor Beans In
Defense Program

Among The
County Agents

Kentucky
Farm News

The Farm And Home

Why Do Fish Stores Use

NEWS and FACTS ... of Statewide Interest

First Year Results

of the Kentucky Beer Industry's
'Clean Up or Close Up"Ca.uspaign
One year ago our' Committee was
organized to cooperate with law
enforcement officials in eliminating
the small minority of beer retailers
permitting unlawful conditions Or
anti-social practices in their places
of business.
Continuous activity on the part of
our Committee, which induded
investigation of more than 1,300
retail beer outlets, has resulted in

their places of business in accord
with public sentiment and with
the high standards of Kentucky's
$20,000,000 legalized beer
industry.
we
As we enter our second year,
renew our pledge to the public
lawand our offer of assistance to
enfiorcement officials. We are
determined that conditions in retail
me
beer outlets shall be as wholeso

definite progress toward that

as beer itselL

ohiective.

ge to
By restricting yaw patrona
can
YOU
,
retailers
beer
e
reputabl
and
help to preserve the sodal
beveconomic benefits of beer—a
proerage of moderation—which
ians
Kentuck
for
vides 15,000 jobs
more
and pays State taxes totaling
than $1,000,000 a year.

To date, on

our

Committee's
local
recommendation to state and
authorities, 18 beer retailers have
lost their licenses, 2 others have
had their outlets padlocked and 6
have had their licenses suspended
because they would not conduct

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
Direst.,
FRANK F FJATIFHPRTY. SW,

Md... Looderies,
04 Mffirtin Brown

ture.
Instead of selling cull hens, it
may be well to can a few of them.
Plump two-year-old hens are considered best for canning. Young
birds may be canned, but the texture and flavor of the meat is not
so good as that from mature birds.
Work shirts should be extra
large. If a shirt is the right size
and fits properly, it will wear
longer than if it is too small or is
skimped in cut so that there is
extra strain over the shoulders
and at the tops of the sleeves.
Hogs require an abundance of
good water, both for drinking and
for wallowing. It is well to have
a trough of clean water for drinking, even though there is a good
pond where the hogs spend much
of their time in hot weather,
Few of the important buildings
In Berlin are more than 100 years
old, most of the city's development having come about in the
past century.

REFRIGERATION?
Fish is one of the most delicately flavored and perishable foods. . .So fish stores use ICE to guard the
freshness and flavor of their stocks.
This isn't mere theory . . . it's facts. Ice alone gives
moist, AIR-CONDITIONED refrigeration. Ice keeps
trout from tasting like the salmon on the next shelf.
Ice will keep your fish, your meats, your vegetables
from drying out and tasting "All Alike."
Don't buy any refrigeration without investigation.
We believe that if you'll take the time to get the true
story of AIR-CONDITIONED Ice Refrigeration, you
will have reason to thank us.

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
ComIn Standard Old Line
Your
for
Safety
.
.
panies
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.

Citizen's Ice Company
Phone 362

John E.Young,Agt
Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.

INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
THE UNITED BREWERS
PUBUSHED IN COOPERATION WITH

-wwwwaroweirinneWMP
,

Kentucky's Greatest Journey's End For River Veteran
Highway Building
Program Promised
Donaldson Says Federal Aid For Defens(
Plan To Furnish
Funds

State Ilnemployment
Agency Distributed
$259,730 In May
Unemployed workers of Caldin
well county received $784.76
acjobless benefits during May,
inanagee
..n-ning to Shelby Poace,
which
office
Hopkinsville
of the
serves Caldwell county.
During the month, 133 claims
the
were filed by residents of
county; 22 of these were initial
continued.'
claims, and 111 were
Unemployed workers, eligible to,:
Insurance'
draw Unemployment
received approximately one-half I
aI
their regular wage up to $16
i
week for not more than 16 weeks.
I
Benefit checks are issued for two-

Louisville, June 18 (in — The
Courier -Journal in a dispatch
from Frankfort quoted State
Ifighway Conunisaioner J. Lyter
Donaldson as saying Tuesday that
Ilgy far the greatest road building
program in Kentucky's history is
in prospect for 1942.
The newspaper said that Don/arisen referred te senate passage
oif a bill to provide for federal
apPropriation of seventy-five percent of the cost of highways useful in the defense program. Under
the present federal road aid program, the State pays half and the
gederal government half.
The house has yet to act on the
bill.
One feature of the legislation is
a provision for retroactive disbursement to states on the severity-five percent basis for 1941
defense highway construciton.
The newspaper said final enactment of the bill with this specification would mean a refund of
nearly $1,000,000 to Kentucky.
It said the commissioner discussed a 1942 program giving
promise of far exceeding the approximately $12,000,000 road budget for the current year and stated that the policy of concentrating on roads bearing the most
traffic would be continued.
Kentucky roads aggregating
about 1,000 miles have been listed
by the army as needing improvement to meet new standards. Designated as of prime military importance in the army report were
U. S. highways 331-W, 60 east of
Louisville, 25, and 42. Work has
begun on the first three.

fill fire crews to full strength,

week periods.
During May the Unemployment
Compensation Commission paid
$259,730.94 in benefits. This was
based on a total of 18,133 payments and represents an increase
of $28,018.71 over payments durreing April according to figures
leased by Robert B. Hensley, Acting Executive Director. The report points out that increase of
benefit payments at this time
when the business cycle is increasing may be attributed to beginning of new benefit years for
a majority of Kentucky workers.

Childress Resigns;
Morgan Takes Post

Pennyroyal Park Is
Opened For Summer

the Mississippi River, is partly submerged aftthe litniten cagle, last of the old-time packets on
near Chester, Ill., when en route to St. Louis.
er hitting an underwater obsrtuction in midstream
passengers and all but one of the crew members saved.
She was steered close to shore and the 55
(Associated Press Telemat)
— —
Fire Fighter Shortage

Local Insurance
Attending State
Mr. and Mrs. S. Roy Woodall,
Paducah, were here Tuesday en
route to Louisville to attend the
annual convention of the Kentucky Association of Insurance
Agents, June 18, 19, 20, at the
Brown Hotel. Mr. Woodall is
president of the association. C. A.
Woodall, local insurance agent,
left Wednesday to attend the convention. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Young are also attending.

T. J. Simmons, manager of the
Capitol Theater, and Mrs. Simmons are on a two-week vacation
in Arkansas. They will visit their
homes and various other places
in the western part of the state
beffore returning.

Gone With The Glass

Sacramento, Calif. (1P)—California faces a dangerous situation in
ils always critical summer forest
fire season. The reason: Defense
jobs have made it impossible to

London (T)—Bomb shocks have
taken a heavy toll in wine glasses
Resignation of Byron Childress,
and goblets in public houses, vir- former night policeman here who
tually irreplaceable, and some is now working in Detroit, was
pubs have closed on account of it.
accepted Monday night by the
City Council and Paul Morgan,
Prophetic?
former constable of Caldwell
Ma co n, Ga. (4')— Neighbors county, was elected to serve in
wonder if this means anything: his place. Childress was an offiA family of bluebirds took over cial here for a little more than
an ancient cannon used to deco- a year. Morgan was elected to
rate the lawn of Brig. Gen. Sum- serve until January 1, 1942.
ter L. Lowry, Jr., .and built a
nest in the mouth.
Two Truckers Fined

Summer season for the Pennyroyal Forest Park, operated by
Frank Giannini a n d Raymond
Schultz, both of Princeton, and
located about 8 miles from Dawson Springs, has been formally
opened, they said Wednesday.
The park includes 14,000 acres,
300 of which are picnic grounds.
The lake covers 65 acres. The
park is equipped for boating, picnicing, swimming a n d other
sports and the lodge is also open
for the summer, they said.

Ferdinand Barcone, New York
City, whose eyesight is poor, had
Irving Lester substitute for him
in his automobile driver's license
test. Police became suspicious,
and both were jailed.
If the boundary between states
is the middle of a stream, it does
not change when the channel is
Railroads in the United States In County Court Monday
shifted by the works of man.
English monarchs have been
Twenty-eight percent of the
Virtually all of Egypt's 16,000,- handled an average of 850 tons o
J. T. Leech, Princeton, and Clay crowned under the high vaulted
soil in the Dutch East Indies is of 000 population lives by the side freight per train in 1940, the
Towery, Shady Grove, were fined roof of Westminster Abbey since
greatest total on record.
volcanic origin.
of the Nile.
$19.50 each in Judge A. F. Hand- 1274.
berry's court Monday on charges
of operating farm trucks for commercial purposes.

o Begin Soon
My 1; Bid Of
Accepted
Delay
John Roosevelt (right), youngest son of the P
ensign in the supply corps of the U. S. Naval R
questions for Com. Edwin A. Eddiegorde, U. S. Navy
upon reporting for active duty in Cambridge, Mass
signed a position with a Boston store.
(AP T

te Highway DepartTuesday.
Ha here said
xpected to begin soon
t of July.
bon for construction of
began' last month and
submitted but rejected
d all were too high.

The 1941 City Taxes will be due July 1st
,The City Council at its regular me,:ting ilooday
IJune 16th, by Resolution Authorized the City C
to

Allow a 2%

01

Butterscotch
HIPPed

15c
-- ,--Cakes_
fti Macaroon Cookies Lb. 10c
Pineapple Juice DV.e.;sc.10c
Peas
Searchlight
Matches
tctal
3
Sardines
California
s25c
Cracked In
'
Lk
'

Black Eyed
ith Pork

Washington

10th, 1941. The tax books are now ready for co

CatSUP

Mason

Jar Caps
Sugar
Pimentos
Salad Dressing

The city of Alexandria, Egypt,
became a naval base more than
2,200 years ago when Alexander
the Great founded it to aid in his
campaign against Persia.
Because of the famous "gunpowder plot" of 1605, a cere.
ertonic.1 seal-cli of each building of
Parliament is made every year.
Population density in the delta
of the Nile river is 1,500 persons
to the square mile.

Pure Cane

mustard, tomato or plain)

Effective now, all classified ads
must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of business firms
having regular advertising accounts with The Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
rule.
FOR SALE—That good thick
buttermilk at 20c per gallon.—
Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
‘RGAIN in old newspapers for
quick disposal-3 bundles, liberal
size, 10 cents.—Leader Office.
FOR SALE —All kinds USED
TRACTORS and FARM IMPLEMENTS at prices to save you
money.—The Saiter Morgan Co.
Vincennes, Ind., Rt. 4,
3tp
FOR RENT — Front bedroom,
modem conveniences, close in.—
Mrs. J. P. Wylie, W. Main St. 2tp

Sliced Bacon

FOR RENT—Apartment, modern,
private bath, close in.—See M. L
Orange.
2tup

2
Rwlft's Berkley 1-1b. pkg.

1c
Apples

I

FRESH FRUITS ... FRESH VEGETABLES... FRESH MEATS!
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME.

FOR RENT—Three-room unfurfished apartment with screenedin-porch. One block from town.I
204 N. Seminary St.
2tupl
_
FOR RENT — Three-room unfurnished apartment with screenedin -porch. One block from town.
240 N. Seminary. Call 756.
2tup
FOR SALE—Two show cases, in
good condition. Can be seen at
my home on Princeton road. Will
sell at bargain.—Mrs W. B. Mason, Eddyville.
ltup
FOR SALE—Used electric refrigerator, Kelvinator, cheap.—Whiths
Funriture Company.

CLOSL Ofl
All Boys'
Spring, s
OXFORD

Shirts & Shorts

Thrift values.
buy now at a big
saving!

Do

e first time was said
n about $103,000.
said a different type
from that first contemdecidecrupon, accountdifference of the acfrom those rejected

$2.77

—

will be of bitumice, commonly called
but highway officials
furnish definite inforto the actual material
e road will be built.
Cedar Bluff portion
inceton - Hopkinsville
leted the entire Caldof this road will be
blacktop as three
highway was treated
its
sor the work probbegin arriving next
preliminary grading
veral Caldwell cotmcted to be employed
timpreosiedct
uring the sumpromised road project
of the sector of the
• Cadiz highway from
ni city limit to the
also blacktop, is exstart soon, information
AIM, Le
oil that the district
ce crew is to do this
ut contract being let,
Passible after July I.

Women's
Silk Panties

Save! $1.44,

15c

Black, plain toe
with all leather
intersole.

Final close ou
on better grade
panties, buy now

$1.00
)You'd expect

to
pay much more
study
this
for
stool.

Men's Matched
Work Sets
Shirts & Pants

$2.17 Set
Sets to match at
this big saving
for every man!

By Alexan
(AP Feat
Washingt
youths, newly
register for pi vice July 1 wit
several thousa
in soldier sui
ends.
Two things a
pedite inductio
trants:
1. The move
blood into the
deferring indu
27 years of age.
2. Volunt
many youths
tered July 1.
Congress has
theIting lift
trants who hay
draft boards,
tend to go qui

Louise Ke
Mrs. Chas.
Hobby Fa

not pass up
this special fea- •
ture. There will
be no more.
0it

Handy
Padded Top
Kitchen Stools

Miss Mary
Louisville, Ky.,
Lashley quadr
their turn on
14 pounds, four

discount on all Taxes paid on or

Construction of the British
Houses of Parliament required 20
years.

The Red Front Stores are wholehearted in serving you. Selling you what you want,
_, saving you money in the selling. More for your Money all the time.

sgoProxifor building
road from
of
miles
t
Christian courtto the
Friday to Colast
let
'awards, Madisonville
an a bid • of about

CLOSEOUT
Ladies and
Growing Grla
SHOES

$1.50
White, black, ta
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Men's Sanfon
WORK SUM

$1.39
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Ladies'
Brent Wood
FROCES

$1.98
Big selection
lovely frocks
choose from.

9' x 12'
BOGS
$2.98
Penney's Ind
quality rug it;
big wink no"'
wait, buy ur

services probably will
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